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Tutorials by Nikolay Barashkov <s6nibara@uni-bonn.de>, Robert Crowell <crowellr@googlemail.com>.
Solutions will be collected Thursday November 2nd during the lecture. At most in groups of 2.

Exercise 1. Show that standard Brownian motion and the Poisson process with intensity � are both
(homogeneous) Markov processes with Feller transition kernels.

Exercise 2. Let (Nt)t be a Poisson process with intensity �> 0.

a) Let (Yn)n>1 an iid family of real r.v. with � = Law(Yn) 2 P(R). For any x 2 E consider the
cadlag process

Xt=x+
X
n=1

Nt

Yn:

Show that this is a Markov process, compute its transition kernel and show that is Feller.

b) Let now (Zn)n>0 be a Markov chain on the state space (E; E) independent of (Nt)t>0 and
consider the process Xt=ZNt. Show that (Xt)t is a Markov process on (E;E) and compute its
transition kernel. Show directly that this kernel statisfy the Chapman�Kolmogorov equation.

Exercise 3. Let (Xt)t be an inhomogeneous Markov process with transition kernel (Ps;t)s;t. Show
that the process X̂t = (t; Xt) is a Markov process with homogeneous transition kernel (P̂t)t and give
the expression of this kernel as a function of the original kernel.

Exercise 4. Prove the following properties of stopping times on the standard setup (càdlàg paths,
right continuous �ltration)

a) for any open G�E the r.v. �G= inf ft> 0:Xt2Gg is a stopping time;

b) if � ; � are stopping times, then � ^�, � _� and � +� are stopping times;

c) if � 6 � then F� �F�, if �n#� then F� =\nF�n;

Exercise 5. Prove the strong Markov property for a Feller process. Namely prove that for any stopping
time � and bounded measurable function F :R>0�
!R we have

Ex[F� � �� jF�] =EX�[F�] on f� <1g, Px�a.s. for any x2E:

Recall the speci�c interpretation of this notations from the course notes. You may want to follow
this strategy: �rst prove it for discrete stopping times � ; then for arbitrary � and functions Y (t;
!) = f(t)

Q
i fi(!(ti)) where ftigi is a �nite collections of times and f ; fi are bounded continuous

functions; conclude by a monotone class argument.

Exercise 6. Let (Px)x be a Brownian motion and let �a= inf ft > 0:Xt= t+ ag for a > 0. Assume
that Px(�a<1)=1 for all a> 0. Use the strong Markov property for Brownian motion to prove that

P0(�a+b<1j�a<1)=P0(�b<1):

And then deduce from this that the random variable supt>0 [Xt¡ t] has exponential distribution with
some parameter � (you can leave it undertermined).
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